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where || F || || F || (R x R). It should be noted, however, that the integrability
of (/, g) generally need not imply that of (|/|, \g\)9 and the MT-integral is not an

absolutely continuous functional in contrast to the Lebesgue-Stieltjes theory, as

already shown by counterexamples in [26] and [27]. Fortunately a certain

dominated convergence theorem ([27], Thm. 3.3) is valid and this implies some

density properties which can and will be utilized in our treatment below. Also /
is termed F-integrable if (/, /) is MT-integrable. Our definition above is

somewhat more restrictive than that of [27], but it suffices for this work. For the

theory of [27], the space B(R, <%, C) in (12) and (13) is replaced by C00(R), its
subset of continuous functions with compact supports, with the locally convex
(inductive limit) topology. Note that, thus far, no special properties of R were
used in the definition of the MT- integral, and the definition and properties are
valid if R is replaced by an arbitrary locally compact space (group in the present
context). This remark will be utilized later on.

With this necessary detour, the second concept can be given as follows :

Definition 2.2. A process X : R Lq(P), with r(-, •) as its covariance
function, is called weakly harmonizable if

r(s, t) I(eis(\ eit(-]) J f eisX~itX' F{dX, dX), s,teR, (18)
R R

relative to some positive definite bimeasure F of finite semivariation where the
right side is the MT-integral.

In particular r is bounded and continuous (by (17) and Thm. 3.2 below).
Moreover, if F is of bounded variation, then the MT-integral reduces to the
Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral and (18) goes over to (3). The following work shows
that the process of the counterexample following Definition 2.1 is weakly
harmonizable. The same counterexample also shows that harmonizable
processes generally do not admit shift operators on them, in that there need not
be a continuous linear operator

xs : X(t) i-> X(t + s) g Lo(P), te R

on L20{P). This is in distinction to certain other nonstationary processes of
Karhunen type (cf. [9]).

3. Integral representation
OF A CLASS OF SECOND ORDER PROCESSES

In order to introduce and utilize the "F-boundedness" concept of Bochner's,
it will be useful to have an integral representation of weakly harmonizable
processes. This is done by presenting a comprehensive result for a more general
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class including the (weakly) harmonizable ones. It is based on a method of
Cramér's [3], and the resulting representation yields by specializations both the

harmonizable, stationary, Cramér class of [3], as well as the Karhunen class

(restated below). This is detailed as follows.
Recall that if (Q0, stf) is a measurable space (i.e., stf is a a-algebra of sets of Q0)

and 9C a Banach space, then a mapping Z : stf - ^ is called a vector measure ifZ
is a-additive, or

00 00

Z( u At) I Z(Ad
i 1 i 1

disjoint, the series converging unconditionally in the norm of 9C. If % Lq(P)
where (Q, X, P) is a probability space, then a vector measure is sometimes termed

a stochastic measure. The integration of scalar functions relative to a vector

measure Z is needed, and it will be in the sense of Dunford-Schwartz ([8], IV. 10).

n

This may be briefly outlined here. If / X ciüLa^ e stf, disjoint, define as
i 1

usual

\A f(s)Z(ds) X atZ(AnA^ e&, A e stf (19)
i 1

Now if 0 : Q0 - C is -measurable, and are j3/-step functions such that gn

-> g pointwise, one says that g is D-S integrable whenever for each A e sé,

Ha g„(s)Z(ds), > 1} c

is a Cauchy sequence. Then the limit, denoted gA, of this sequence is called the

integral of g on A, and is denoted as

Qa \ag(s)Z(ds)lim \A gn(s)Z(ds), A e s/J. (20)
n~+ ao

It is a standard (but non-obvious) matter to show that the integral is well-defined,

independent of the sequence used, and the mapping A^> \A g(s)Z(ds) is g-
additive on sé, and g i— \A g(s)Z(ds) is linear. Also

|| ^ g(s)Z(ds) I ^ || g L )| Z || (A), ge B(Q, C), (21)

where || Z || (•) is the semivariation of Z (cf. (7)) which is always finite on the a-
algebra stf. [If stf is only a ô-ring and £10 $ then Z need not have finite

semivariation on stf.] The dominated convergence theorem is true for the D-S

integral. (See [8], IV.10, for proofs and related results. The latter exposition is

very readable and nice.)
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The general class noted above is the following :

Definition 3.1. A process X :R -+ Lg(P), with covariance' r(-, •), is said to be

weakly ofclass (C) (C for Cramér) if (i) there exists a covariance bimeasure F on

R x R of locally bounded semivariation in the sense that

F(A, B) F(B, A\ X t aidJ F(Ai> aieC'
i= 1 j= 1

Here At e 1 ^ i ^ n, bounded, and for each bounded Borel A a R, if &(A)

{A n B : B e &}, then

|| F || (A x A) sup { I X £ afij F(Ab Bj) I : I a« I < 1, I I < 1
»

i= l j= l
Ah Bj g @(A), disjoint} < oo ;

(ii) there exists an MT-integrable (for F) family gt : R - C of Borel functions,

t g R, such that I(\gs\, \gs\) < oo, s g R, where I denotes the MT-integral relative

to F, in terms of which one has (gt(k) is also written as g(t, X}) :

r(s, 0 I(gs, gt) f J gs(k)gt(k')F(dX, dX), s, t g R (22)
R R

Remark. Note that in this definition F can be given by a covariance

function p as in (3') since, for A [a, b) and B [c, d) one defines (A2F) (A, £)
as the increment p(b, d) — p(a, d) — p(b, c) + p(a, c) and extend it to ^ x
Also in (22) it is possible that || F | (R x R) oo. IfF has finite variation on each

compact rectangle of R2, then F determines a locally bounded complex Radon

measure, and the above class reduces to the family defined by Cramér in [3], and
called class (C) and analyzed in [35]. If || F || (R x R) < oo, then one can take
gt(X) g(t, X) eltX so that the weakly harmonizable class is included. Again it
may be noted that R can be replaced by a locally compact space or an abelian

group in (22) so that R" or the rc-torus Tn is included.

To present the general representation, it is necessary also to note the validity
of the D-S integration embodied in (20), (21) when the set functions are defined
on arbitrary 6-rings instead of a-algebras, assumed in [8]. Further our measure
Z : $ - & has the property that it is Baire regular in the sense that for each

/IgI and s > 0, there exist a compact CgI, open U e $ such that C c: A
C= U and II Z(D) || < e for each D e D a U - C, where J1 is the Baire

Borel here) a-ring of R. Even if R is replaced by a general locally compact
space S, with ^ as its Baire a-ring and Z\$ a-additive, one has Z to be
Baire regular having a unique regular extension to the Borel a-ring of S.

L'Enseignement mathém., t. XXVIII, fasc. 3-4. 21
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Actually Z concentrates on a a-compact Baire set S0 a S. Moreover if Z is

weakly regular in that x* ° Z is a scalar regular signed measure, x* e &*, then Z
is itself regular. (See [21], pp. 262-263 for proofs with only simple modifications
of the arguments given in [8], IV. 10.) In each case the measure Z has finite
semivariation on bounded sets in $ (cf. (7) where & is replaced by the ring
generated by all bounded Baire sets for S). If c= & is the class of all bounded
sets (a set is bounded if it is contained in a compact set), then it is a 5-ring, and the

D-S integration of a scalar function relative toZ: holds as noted above.

With this understanding the following is the desired general result.

Theorem 3.2. Let X : R - Ll(P) be a process which is weakly of class

(C) in the sense ofDefinition 3.1, relative to a positive definite bimeasure F of
locally finite semivariation, and a family {gs, seR} ofBorel functions such that
each I gs \ is MT-integrable for F. Then there exists a stochastic measure

Z : &o - Lo(P) where &0 is the h-ring of bounded Borel sets of R, and

(ß, £, P) is an enlargement of (Q, Z, P) so Ll(P) =3 Ll(P), such that

(i) E{Z(A) - Z(B)) (Z(A), Z(B)) F(A, B), A,Be@0,

(ii) X(t) j g(t, X)Z(dX), t eR (23)
R

where the integral is in the D-S sense for the ô-ring &0.

Conversely, if {X(t), t e R} is a process defined by (23) relative to a

stochastic measure Z : &0 - Ll(P) and a Borel family {gt, t e R}, D-S

integrablefor Z and 0&o, then it is weakly ofclass (C) relative to F defined

by

F(A, B) E(Z(A) - Z(B)), A,Be@0,

and each \ gt\,t e R, is MT-integrable for F. Moreover, if

J^x sp{X(t), t g R}
and

w{Z(A),AG@o)

in Ll(P), then x z when and only when the {gt, t g R} has the

property that

j J fßMK)F(dk dl!) 0, all t g R
R R

implies j J f(l)f(l')F(dl,dl') 0 both being MT-integrals.
R R
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Proof : The basic layout is that of [3]. The integrals used there will have to
be replaced by the D-S and MT-integrals appropriately. Since the changes are

not immediately obvious, the essential details are spelled out so that in
subsequent discussions, such arguments can be compressed.

For the direct part, let the process be weakly ofclass (C). Then its covariance r
admits a representation (with the MT-integration) as:

r(s, t) E{Xis)X(t)) J I gfm^mdk dX'). (24)
R R

Since F is a positive definite bimeasure, if

lf {/' 11 f(X)f(X')F(dX,dX') (f,< co / is MT-integrable for F},
RR

and since IF(f, f) f f)F > 0, the earlier discussion implies {Lj, (•, -)F} is a
semi-inner product space, and g, e Lj,teR.Let T: Lj -> be defined by
T : gsi-> 2f(s), extending it linearly. Then (24) implies

(Tgs,Tg,)^(gs,g,)F,R.(25)
Thus T is an isometric mapping ofAj sp{g„ R} <= onto x where
is the space given in the statement of the theorem.

Suppose first that Ajis dense in Lj. By ([27], Thm. 11.1) every Borel function
with I*(\f\, l/l) < co is in Lj, so that, in particular xA e Lj for each since
F is locally of finite semivariation. By the density of Aj in Lj and the isometry,
there is a Z„ e XXxsuch that T%A ZA. If e <£0. then

LiZA ZB) (Txa, TXB).Wx A' XB)F L(A, B),

and if An B0 also holds, then

E(\ZA.b-ZA-ZB\>) (XAUB~XA~XB0

since F is additive in both components. Thus Z,., : @0 <= Lj(P) is
oo

additive. If {/!„}» c: @0, Au A„e@0,then
n 1

mA-î-ZJ)F(|Z „ +Z -tzAJ2)
i-l v Ai ^ A i j=1

i - 1 i> n

"£(|Z I2) F( u At,u/I) -» 0
u Ai i>n i > n

i > n
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as n -> oo, since F is continuous at 0 fropi above (cf. discussion after (7)). This Z
is a-add.itive on and hence is a stochastic measure of finite semivariation on
each compact set there. Clearly JYZ cz j^x. Since {gt, te R} is dense in Lj,
%A e Lj, and each gt is assumed MT-integrable for F, there is a sequence gn

n

Z aidu 1a in Ljsothat (g„-XA,(L~Xa)f -> 0. Hence by the isometry
i 1

n

E(I Y, aiX{ti) — ZA\2) -> 0, as rc -> oo. It now follows easily that {Z^, T g @0} is
i 1

dense in Thus x Jf7z, and each element in corresponds uniquely
to an element of Lj, the completion of Lj and where elements he Lj with
(h, h)F 0 and 0 are identified. Let Y(t) be defined as :

Y(t) J gmzm e^z #x. (26)
R

Here the right side is the D-S integral on the ô-ring J^0, which can be defined by a

slight modification of the work of ([8], IV. 10), as noted in [21]. Thus,

(Y(S), Y(t))(J gs(X)Z(dJ
R R

I j gs(X)g
R R

which holds if gs is a ^-measurable step function and then the general case

follows by ([27], Thm. 3.3 or [46], p. 126), since | gs | is MT-integrable in our
sense. Now by definition (1 • i • m denoting L2(P)-mean) :

Z(A) T(xa) T(lim g„),where g„ %a ln Li
n

l i m T(g„) l i m £ a, T(gu)
n n i 1

lim £ a, X(tJ 1-i'ml, (say).

ni - 1 n

The L2(F)-limits imply

E(X(s)Z(Aj) lim E(X(s)Jn)
n

lim £ a, E(X[s)X(ti))lim £ a,- r,)
n i 1 n i 1

lim £ aJ J gs(X)g'dV)
n i 1 RR

J J <&') •
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f ~ f \ 1 2

By isometry, if Y ' Z(Aj)> one §ets ^ where hn £ bj %Aj g Lf,
;=i j=1

£(*(s)L) 11 gs(X)UX')F(dX, <&').
R R

So again by the MT-integrability of gs(-), the preceding result yields

£(*(5)7(0) J J gs(X)gt(X')F(dX, dX').
R R

It follows from this that

£(|*(5) - Y(5)|2) » £(|*(5)|2) + £(|7(5)|2) - E(X(s)Y(s)) - E{Y(s)X(sj) 0.

Hence *(5) Y(s) a.e., 5 e R. So (26) implies (23) in the event that Aj is dense in

Li
For the general case, where Aj LjQ Aj is nontrivial and where the "bar"

again denotes completion, let {ht, t e R} be a basis of ÄJ. If R R 4- R is a

disjoint sum to give a new index set, let gs for s g R, and hs for s e R, then

{gs, s e R} is dense in Lf. So by the preceding case, on extending T to x from Lj
-> Lq(P), where (£1, 2, F) is possibly an enlargement of (Q, S, F) by adjunction
(cf., e.g., [36], p. 82), with x%A %a e Lq(P), one has

7(5) $gs(X)Z(dX) e Lq(P) (27)
R

Observe that all gs are Borel and MT-integrable in this procedure. Hence, as

before, 7(s) *(5) for 5 g R, and (23) holds again. In this case z 3 x, and
the inclusion is proper.

Conversely, let {X(t), te R} be a process defined by (23). Let F(A, B)

(Z(A), Z(B)) and gn Y ai%Ai9 Af A> B Then for the D-S integral (23)
i 1

one has

I! F ||(A, A) sup { f f a,-a-. F(T,, ,4,.) : T; e ^(A), | a, |< 1}
i=l j=l

sup {II £ a; zu,) Hi : I a, I s: 1, Ai e 3(A)}
i 1

«S || Z ||2(/1) < co, Ae@0.

Thus if X9nJR g„(X)Z(dX), one has with h„ another such step function,

E(XgXJJR JR gn(k)Kn(\')F(dK (28)

Now given gs e Lj which is MT-integrable in our (restricted) sense (this is

analogous to a definition of [46]) and for which (23) holds, the gs can be
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approximated by suitable Borel step functions {gn}f <= L\ such that gn -> gs

pointwise | gn | ^ | gs | and similarly with gn -> gt such that

1(9«, 9«) -> l(9s,9,),\9si) < 00 •

Applying this to (28), one obtains

f« f. gs(k)g-,W)F(dX,dX')lim JR jR
n

n

lim(jR gn(X)Z(dX), jR gn(X')Z(dX'j)
n

(JR

since for the D-S integral the dominated convergence holds,

(X(s), X(t)) r(s, t). (29)

This shows (2f(t), £ g R} is of weakly class (C).

Regarding the last assertion, it is evident that{gs, s g R} is a basis in Lj iff
/(/, gt) 0, t g R implies /(/, /) 0. This is clearly necessary and sufficient for

since otherwise, (with possibly an enlargement of the underlying
probability space) Jfz id x and p in the notation of (27). Thus the

proof is complete.
Remarks. 1. If F is of locally finite variation, then it defines a locally finite

(i.e., finite on compact sets) complex Borel Radon) measure in the plane R2,

and then the MT-integrals for F reduce to the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrals. Thus
I(gs> gs) < oo is equivalent to the classical theory, and the above result specializes

to Cramér's theorem of [3]. However, for the general case ofbimeasures (as here),

the MT-theory (or a form of it) appears essential.

2. The above theorem is true if R is replaced by a locally compact space, since

no special property of R is used. Only the concept of boundedness is needed.

When || F ||(R x R) < oo, so that F is of finite semivariation on R2, then by

([27], Thm. 11.1) each bounded Borel function g is MT-integrable for F. Taking
gt(X) QitX in the above theorem, one deduces from this result the important
representation given by Rozanov ([40], p. 279). The last statement is not too
hard to establish. [A separate proof of it is also found in ([29], p. 36).]

Theorem 3.3. Let X : R Ll(P) be a process such that || X(t) ||2 < M
< oo, t g R, and be weakly continuous. Then the process is weakly harmonizable

relative to some covariance bimeasure F of finite semivariation (cf. Definition
2.2) iff there is a stochastic measure Z : -> Lq(F) such thatfor each A, B in

<%, F(A, B) (Z(A), Z(B)) and
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X(t) jR Z(dX), te R, (30)

the right side symbol being the D-S integral and || Z ||(R) < oo. Moreover, X
is strongly harmonizable iff the covariance bimeasure F of Z in (30) is of
bounded variation in R2 (cf. Definition 2.1). In either case the harmonizable

process X is uniformly continuous, and is represented as in (30).

Suppose that in the representation (23) the Z-process is orthogonally

scattered implying (Z(A), Z(B)) 0 whenever A n B 0. Then

F(A, B) (Z(A), Z(B)) F(AnB),

where F is the covariance bimeasure and F is a positive locally finite measure on
J1 so that it is cr-finite there. Then

r(s, t) E(XsXt) fR gs(X)g~t(X)F(dX). (31)

A process whose covariance function R satisfies this condition is termed a

Karhunen process. Moreover, if F is a finite measure and gs(X) elsX, the

resulting one is the classical (Khintchine) stationary process. In both these cases

there are no weak type extensions.

Let us introduce a further generalization of the (weak) Cramér class to
illuminate the above Definition 3.1, and for a future analysis. Let (Q, £, p) be a

measure space and M(p) be the space of scalar p-measurable functions on Q. Let
N(-) : M(p) -> R+ be a. function norm in that for ffn in M(p), (i) N(f)

N(\f\) ^ 0, (ii) 0 ^ fn î => N(fn) î, (iii) N(qf) \a\ N(f), a e C and (iv) N(f
+ g) ^ N{f) + N(g). The functional N has the weak Fatou property if

0 ^ î /, lim N( fn) < cx>=>N(/)< oo,
n

and has the Fatou property if instead N{fn) | N(f) ^ oo). The associate norm AT

of N is defined by :

N'(f)sup {I Jn(/g) (co)p(^co) I : Nig) < 1}. (32)

One sees that N' is a function norm with the Fatou property. If

N(-) || • ||p, 1 < ^ oo

then

N't)1* II,, P"1 =1.
The general concept alluded to above is as follows :

Definition 3.4. (a) Ifr : R x R-> C is a covariance function, it is said to be
of classN (C) relative to a function norm N, if there is a covariance bimeasure
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F : R x R - C of locally finite N-variation (let N' be the associate norm of N),
and there exists a family {gv te R} of Borel functions which are MT-integrable
relative to F, such that

Ks, f) j„ JR gs(X)g-t(X')F{dXR, (33)

and where locally finite A-variation is meant the following :

00 > Il F I\n(A x A) sup { I /(/, g) I : N'(f) ^ 1, N'(g) ^ 1} (34)

Here f g are Borel step functions, with supp(/) c= A, supp(g) a A, A e &0, the

ô-ring of bounded Borel sets of R.

(b) A process X : R -> Ll(P) is of classN(C) if its covariance function r is of
classN (C) so that it is representable as (33).

It is clear that if iV(-) || • || l so that N'{-) || • || the iV-variation is simply
the 1-semivariation of Definition 3.1 and that

\\F\\N Il F Ij («a || F II).

Remark. Without further restrictions, classN (C) need not contain the weak

or strong harmonizable processes. However if N is restricted so that, letting

LN(P) {/ g M(P) : N(f < oo}, L°°(JP) c lF(P) c L\P),

where p P is a probability, then every class^ (C) will contain both the weak
and strong harmonizable families, as an easy computation shows. If N(-)

|| • || l5 then class! (C) is the class which corresponds to the covariance
bimeasure offinite semivariation. This includes the classical Loève and Rozanov
definitions. Again this definition holds, with only a notational change, if R is

replaced by a locally compact group G. A brief discussion on some analysis of
these classes which extend the present work is included at the end of the paper.

4. T-boundedness, weak and strong harmonizability

The definition of weak harmonizability is of interest only when an effective

characterization of it is found and when its relations with strong harmonizability
are made concrete. These points will be clarified and answered here. Now
Theorem 3.3 shows that a weakly harmonizable process is the Fourier transform

of a stochastic measure and this leads to a fundamental concept called V-

boundedness (' F' for "variation"), introduced much earlier by Bochner [2],
which is valid in a more general context. This notion plays a central role in the

theory and applications of weakly harmonizable processes (and fields) which are
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